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BEHIND THE BRAND

Founded in 1643 by Claude Trudon, Paris-based Maison de Cire Trudon 

was the official supplier to the royal court of Louis XIV at Versailles and is 

notable as the oldest and most prestigious wax-producing factory in the 

world. Today, these peerless candles are the pinnacle of luxury with their 

delicious scents and innovative production techniques.Trudon's fragrances 

are the result of careful development elaborated hand and hand with world 

class perfumers.

In 2017 Trudon unveiled a gender-less collection of perfumes rooted in the 

Maison's heritage. The perfumes are a modern take on precious themes such 

as history, royalty or a sense of absoluteness.

TRUDON.COM

Aphélie stands out in a unique manner : like an 

aphelion - the orbital point at which a celestial 

object is furthest from the sun - she lights up. 

Mysterious, Aphélie is connected to the 

cosmos : subject to the laws of attraction, she 

makes one with nature.
A new feminity imbued in nature and romantism. 

APHÉLIE  $240 - 100ml

II is about new beginnings; the life of a forest 

that permeates through the seasons. It is 

sensually symbiotic, bringing elements 

together: a Cologne that inspires and points at 

a magical place.  

A green note that unites.

DEUX  $240 - 100ml

Bruma contains a distinguished, almost animal-

like sensuality. In the night, a feminine rider 

draws inner strength from the elements that 

surround her: her horse and the depth of the 

forest at night seem to give her a magnetic and 

carnal aura.
A ray of sunlight spreads with the strength of a shadow.

BRUMA

Extremely feminine, bathed in light and 

freshness. The young, white flowers are 

blended with sensual balms. 

A fluid bouquet, from which a luminous aura 
emanates.

 $240 - 100mlELAE

 $240 - 100ml
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Skins heat up against one another, placing 

sensuality at the heart of Mortel; more, 

frankincense, myrrh and benzoin reveal the 

erotic spell of pure Cistus.

A mystical presence, deep-rooted and spicy.

MORTEL
 $240 - 100ml

Revolution is a fragrance that permeates the 

skin, and builds up on human emotions 

throughout the day. It blends in, leaving an 

air of mystery and intrigue around the body.

A smoky messenger of both a beginning and 
an end.

 $240 - 100ml

A freshness that runs on the skin, leaving a 

desirable trace of amber and leather on the 

surface.

A blithe journey with a citrus heart.

MÉDIE  $240 - 100ml

 $48 - 15ml

 $48 - 15ml

 $48 - 15ml

RÉVOLUTION

APHÉLIE

DEUX

BRUMA

Aphélie stands out in a unique manner : like an 

aphelion - the orbital point at which a celestial 

object is furthest from the sun - she lights up. 

Mysterious, Aphélie is connected to the 

cosmos : subject to the laws of attraction, she 

makes one with nature.
A new feminity imbued in nature and romantism. 

II is about new beginnings; the life of a forest 

that permeates through the seasons. It is 

sensually symbiotic, bringing elements 

together: a Cologne that inspires and points at 

a magical place.  

A green note that unites.

Bruma contains a distinguished, almost animal-

like sensuality. In the night, a feminine rider 

draws inner strength from the elements that 

surround her: her horse and the depth of the 

forest at night seem to give her a magnetic and 

carnal aura.
A ray of sunlight spreads with the strength of a shadow.
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 $48 - 15ml

 $48 - 15ml

 $48 - 15ml

 $48 - 15ml

Extremely feminine, bathed in light and 

freshness. The young, white flowers are 

blended with sensual balms. 

A fluid bouquet, from which a luminous aura 
emanates.

ELAE

Skins heat up against one another, placing 

sensuality at the heart of Mortel; more, 

frankincense, myrrh and benzoin reveal the 

erotic spell of pure Cistus.

A mystical presence, deep-rooted and spicy.

MORTEL

Revolution is a fragrance that permeates the 

skin, and builds up on human emotions 

throughout the day. It blends in, leaving an air 

of mystery and intrigue around the body.

A smoky messenger of both a beginning and an 
end.

A freshness that runs on the skin, leaving a 

desirable trace of amber and leather on the 

surface.

A blithe journey with a citrus heart.

MÉDIE

RÉVOLUTION




